
Characteristics of Queuing

• Arrival process: the mean arrival rate per time unit (hour) (X) versus the mean inter-arrival time
(1/X). If 160 customers arrive for service at a bar in an eight hour day,

o What is the arrival rate X per hour?

= 160 Customers/8 hours = 20 Customers/hour

o What is the inter-arrival time — (hour)?
A

hour = 1 1 hour 1
= hour /Customer=

20 Customers/hour

- 

20 Customers 20

= 0.05 hour/Customer (0.05 hour) (60 minutes) 3 minutes
=

Customeri k hour Customer

=3 minutes/Customer

Please note: the mean arrival rate X and the inter-arrival time la should initially have the same time units,

an hour, for example.

o What is the arrival rate X per 15 minutes?

20 Customers/Hour 5 CustomersA = 

4F if teen minutes/Hour 

• 

Fifteen  minutes

o What is the inter-arrival time —9

1 1 Fifteen  minutes

A

=
Customers 5 Customers 

= 3 minutes/customer
5 

Fisteen minutes

• Service process: the mean service rate per time unit (hour) (1.1) versus mean service time WO. If
the bar can serve 240 customers in an eight hour day,

o What is the service rate t per hour?

p = 240 Customers/8 hours = 30 Customers/hour

o What is the mean service time — (hour)?

1 1 1 hour
= 

1it hour = 
30 Customers/hour 30 Customers 30

hour /Customer=

(1/30 hour) (60 minutes) 2 minutes
Customer) k. hour Customer

=2 minutes/Customer
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What are Operating Characteristics of Queuing Theory?

X = mean arrival rate (mean number of arrivals per time unit)

1/X = mean inter-arrival time for arrivals

1.1 = mean service rate (mean number of services per time unit)

141 = mean service time per customer or job

Lq = average queue length or number of units in line waiting for service

Wq = average waiting time a unit spent in queue before being served

L q = AWq

3 The average queue length is the arrival rate multiplies by the average time spent waiting
in the queue.

3 Jobs blocked and refused entry to the system are not counted in X.

L = average number of units in the system (Lq in queue plus being served)

W = average time a unit spent in the system (in queue plus being served)

L =

• The average queue length plus the one being served is the arrival rate multiplies by the
average time spent waiting in the queue plus the time being served.

• Jobs blocked and refused entry to the system are not counted in X.

s = number of parallel or equivalent servers in the system

p (Rho) or U = server utilization factor = the proportion of time the server is busy

Pw = Probability of an arriving unit to wait in the queue before being served

Po = Probability of no unit in the system (empty) (neither in queue nor being served)

Pn = Probability of having n units in the system (in queue plus being served)
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Queuing (Waiting Line) Theory and Applications

Queuing Problems (Class hand out)

Suppose that customers arrive about every 3 minutes on average to JMU Bookstore according to a Poisson process.

There is one counter open for service, with two employees working. One employee fixes a customer's order and

another employee takes their money. It take an average of two minutes (exponentially distributed) to complete each

customer order.

a. What is the average arrival rate to the window at JMU Bookstore?

)\ ,2 0 	tx-r-
b. What is the probability distribution of the number of arrivals to JMU Bookstore?

e eX ! o

PCX;=--0(2\-=-57)
--,--r- pos 55 0/0Ct) Fr..-4e-J I

d. What is the probability of 3 customers arriving to the window in a 15-minutes period? Tie(46-
5-4 CAA k 3 e - 1AS- S-

e0( 3 ---- 3 = 6
( 4

e. What is the probability of more than customers arriving to the window in a 15-minute period?

pcx7a)--=ecx,3)=1 —ecx = p cxr--- t e (x=--() -1-Pcx-z-zaj3

e cy=2_0)--_-----t-°e /o 5 Q.007 v. 0
19(g-z--() 5" e-y( 6-6 —o. 003;7 - 0, I. 7 = b

n , e „),
f. hat is t e average se ice rate for preparing customer's orders? — 1 ti 0 ) 0 — a, 3, rico 0

6 Q 30 p-G- kr

g. What is the probability density function and cumulative distribution function for service times?

c. What are the chances that no customers arrive in a 15-minutes period?

A —

IAA



p c a) :---- et)
i. What percentage of customer orders will tak ess than twer :ninutes to prepare?

1\/ s = 60")

=-- Exe c74D1.9-f. (--‘7, 3 0 , TK(90

PC T .1) =-2-.

€: 3(7=7.- I
)

TRce)

1 _ exradv/S-r(6 0, 3 9
PCT Z. 3 tiVk ) i—ec-r< 3 ‘4)11' tr) 3

e 1— c t c'

j. What are the chances it will take more than 3 minutes to prepare a customer's order?

■••••••

47; ,4_ ,L k
6 0 — A

t
S
.--—A9A D.,0 6 b 14

What is the probability that a customer will have to wait in line to get served at JMU Bookstore? — I

P,Q =e= ,== =7-119(.1i1 =-- ( 0)
1/47

13.

P0 3 3tr, 0
q. How long, on average, does it take a customer to get served at JMIII Bookstore:

h. What percentage of the orders will be prepared in exactly 2 minutes?

k. What are the chances it will take between 2 and 3 minutes to prepare a customer's order? - a 3 Iec d T 3 3 14,■.,..) - 19 (1- 6. a Yki, e-30 6 oj I' -3471e
- 0 .3 67 - .2 3 1 0 . 1 4F V- s

0 ill C o■ 3 0) TY liej -E-cie DA) 0/ ifr C.yeo ) 3o, rece6)

o 77 6 63.2/ O
.
 I C49

I. What percentage of the time are the employees busy at the window? 111 /to/ 1
e z'

3,o
m. What is the average number of customers waiting to order?

L`i "7"--4-3 333

n. What is the average number of customers at JMU Bookstore?

L =Li 
/

k4 ,U- — 3 0-.10 i
 •••••■•■

o. What is the average amount of time spent in line by customers at JMU Bookstore?

.=-- • 6 6 7

cs0a

3to - 1 o 1 °
kr 7:7 6 K1 6'1•5-77*- ••• ••••■•

r. What is the probability there are two customers at JMU Bookstore?

134 e i-9/1'2= (739 .2 I K+)=4f4

.2° 30 a 10
c) 3 0 3 ° o- —
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volume? Support your answer.
C

PA/Mis

How are customers' average waiting times affected?

Arrival rate 25 Assumes Poisson process for
Service rate 30 arrivals and services.
Number of servers

ur)
W (hour

0.10
0.11
0.13
0.14
0.17
0.20
0.25
0.33
0.50

biviot

L =XW
2

2.33
2.75
3.29

4
5

6.5

s. What is the probability there are more than two customers waiting to order?

n = ote-a-a- rt.-- .".3 11-3 7 1-Lao-a- j Servezi trV17 zst

PC n 4. ) eC CP 0 el Pa e 3)
-t-• + .0

t.
g s7)

Suppose that business increases by 25% at the start 'bra se ster, Can one counter handle the increased —

1 0
11
1 2
1 3

1.0'
1 4

0.2 ilk
g

r - °6 
ism-

Utilization
P(0), probability that the system is empty
Lg. expected queue length
L, expected number in system
Wq, expected time in queue
W, expected total time in system
Probability that a customer waits

----
I Cgir

note mkt v4eGie

I.

R RA) are-
sre 14-2 P./14TV /

I`e• Pto

83_33%
0.1667
4.1667
5.0000 120
0.1667 10
02000 12
0.8333

5 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 81 84
NUMBER IN Fr STEM

As p■ -PrEs vtl pe-r tte to „ZS' kr , 1,t—_2\_-_--.1,s730 rj‘ 0,8 3g3,-
/A

4, r .66 7 S-

wq = 0 . 1 6 6 7 — /O 41/11 5 . V1=-0..) Ar /111;15-

u. study the results in the data table below. Compare the changes in Utilization and W as the arrival rate

increases?
A

30 Service Rate p (4* pe
Arr.il rate X ftr per hour L

I 
t ilszatoon W (mins.)

20 66.67% 6
21 70.00% 6.7

5 22 73.33% 7.5
23 76.67% 8.6

7 24 80.00% 10
25 3. 33% 12
26 86.67% 15

10 27 90.00% 20
ii 28 93.33% 30
12 29 96.67% 60
13 30 100.00% v/o!•••••••••

14

=A3/$8$3. =1/($B$1-A3)*60

2. Suppose that the management ofJMU Bookstore estimates the average waiting cost for ii(customer to be %RR) t - e� 6
per minute. The cost of operating a window, including employee wages, is approximately LPIB per hour. What is the

average total cost per hour at JMU Bookstore during none peak time when one window is open for service (assuming

A = 25 per hour)?

e w-yfor_iz-
t 3E

efv,_.-MI Ctruit.
 t, iv 734- .Wt,r

1\474 cblt= `Ur cx17

°Ay\

0 3 6 9 12
18

/-; 5ex

t 3 0



1
2
3

7
8
0
1 0 1
11
1 2
1 3
1 4
1 6
1 6
1 7 ,

A

hi/M/s

P(0),

VVq,

o 5 -
.,.- 2 1
N . 2
g°",',

Utilization

Lq, expected
L, expected

VV, expected
Probability

B

Arrival rate
Service rate
Number of servers

probability that the system is
queue length

number in system
expected time in queue

total time in system
that a customer waits

41.67%
0_4118
0.1751
1.0084
0.0070
0.0403
0.2451

25
30
2

empty

0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48. 51 54 57

Assumes Poisson process for
arrivals and services

t

pc, iDo ad^e, d e I--

Cv t\ etrka, 1 i--- iv e (1,

P. -t- ro 1
60 63 66 69 72 75 78 61 84 1

A) 4a

49,5-a

300,)(30-015-
4

P Po

0-rd ,Lei
3. Suppose that the Bookstore opens a second (identical) window, with average se rate X = 25 per hour.

a. What is the approximate queuing model for JMU Bookstore and what assumptions are necessary to use this
model?

NUMBER IN SYSTEM

(Q.xlsx)

//11 / 61 ae- OA, asSa...74Yons

10015
.s.A1 aro' C---7e neAvhseti S&t^e/:c...¢ , S'Ve rcce 5ervers

CAA tfts Vrs1-- orefri CF-I

U=1 /4;3 54a4Letl I sq-xte
b. On average, what percentage of the time are the employees busy at each window?

u = 2C/ — 0 - 6 7
75,0 g.I.A a *5 0 t a

c. What is the value of P0 for this queuing system?

.A),( =7-0 . /
a.(39-4--aS" ( 7

p(n7/ 1 ) I 1°0-1-.4fir---=
d. What is the average number of customers waiting to be served?

L ? . 75-1

e. What is the average number of customers in Bookstore?

. 87 4-

f. What is the average amount of time spent in line by customers at Bookstore?

=.007 	=0.4070,z WI t'/N
g. What is the probability that a customer will have to wait in line to be served at Bookstore?



1 0

LA- 5 -1-6, rk-a 11,0 (0,11 ova tr 4.15.E.„ o- cAA 4-

AJ t2* 0.3 — 07 =--.D. `73 -33 —r
h. How long, on average, does it take a customer to be served at Bookstore?

(. 00gq =_— 0 . ‘- 03 kr)

i. What is the probability there are two customers at Bookstore?
) A

1
0

01 .° -I 0 .4 -li g 9-3 fo r 3
0

j. What is the probability there are more than two customers waiting to be served?
ti . a 1%-.) 7“e-tx-e-, 1,1 7,31 .--,s c-fe-W2- ap tv, 3.p:ie

.
, csz_

p cn e ) ec 1- c F. ± e31-plo
1—co. / ( 7 6 ÷ 0 .3 4 .3 s 0 7 -f• 0. ( 2 5.1_ ± '17.g ZI" -2,)

— .1, a_ 7 0/, 7 3
4. What is the total cost per hbur for JMU Bookstore to operate two windows? Is it more or less expensive than one?

cA scA1,4,,k. .63 t410,e. .2 .-q-$ 3 6 - = I. o 4) r'

6

5. Refer to the queuing model results provided by Q.xlsx for three windows. Is it cost effective for JMU Bookstore to
open a third window?

A B
MINUS

Arrival rate 25 Assumes Poisson process for
Service rate 30 arrivals and services_
Number of servers

Utilization 27_713%
P(0), probability that the system is empty 0.4321
Lq, expected queue length 0.0222
L, expected number in system 0.13555
Wq, expected time in queue 0_0009
W. expected total time in system 0_0342
Probability that a customer waits 0.0577

1 4 z-0
.
:34

16 g

1 5 g 22

0.5 ti_
1 / 0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 81 84ENUMBER IN SYSTEM1•

(Q.xlsx)

30 f--cs=z, 45 ) -r $(36 Pt-Cf- s-s^s-)

6. Suppose that on a particular first day of a semester at JMU, businesses at Bookstore actually increases so that
customers are arriving about every 1.2 minutes, on average. There are two windows open for service, and it still
takes an average of 2 minutes (exponential distributed) to serve each customer.

a. What is a customer's average waiting time and the total cost per hour if there is oAine and customers go to the
first open window?

1 2
1 3

5
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1 0
1 1
1 2
1
1 41
l b
1 6
1 7
1

Arrival rate
Service rate
Number of servers

Utilization
P(0), probability that the system is
Lq. expected queue length
L, expected number in system
VVq, expected time in queue
W, expected total time in system
Probability that a customer waits

0.2
6.

13.05 ihIIhiiias

83.33V.
0.0909
3.7879
5.4545
0.0758
0.1091
0.7576

Assumes Poisson process for
arrivals and services..

50
30

2

empty

0
0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57NUMBER IN SYSTEM80 63 68 69 72 75 78 61 84

(Q.xlsx)

VD? - 7 c g kit-s

• I ° ',A-5 :7.-- 6. thi'iif

51,30x

b. What is a customer's average waiting time and the total cost per hour if there is a separate line for each window,
and we assume that approximately half of the customers join each line?

Arrival rate
Service rate
Number of servers

25 Assumes Poisson process for
arrivals and services30

Utilization 83_33%
P(0), probability that the system is empty 0.1667
Lq, expected queue length 4.1667
L. expected number in system 5.0000 120
Wq, expected time in queue 0.1667 10
VV, expected total time in system 0.2000
Probability that a customer waits 0.8333

0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 413 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 81 641NUMBER IN SYSTEM

/Wm / I

01-=.l6 6 7 kp5 ox ryl iirt. 5

3 o -fr 1) 36 $ (1-, ) •=-4 a o
4--1" ,f-e.1 Co )4"- -.-= 1 -0 ="-- q..2'0

7. Suppose that customers arrive to JMU Bookstore according to a Poisson distribution at an average rate of 25 per hour
with one window open for service. Two pairs of employees rotate shifts at the window, and both pairs can fill
customer orders in an average of two minutes. However, James and Sarah frequently chat with customers so that their
customer service times are more variable than Ryan's and Heather's: the standard deviation of service times for James
and Sarah is 2 minutes, while it's only 1 minute for Ryan and Heather.

a. What is the approximate queuing model for JMU Bookstore and what assumptions are necessary to use this model?

6



10
11
12
1 3
14

10
11

13
14

b. Compare the operating characteristics of the window at Bookstore when each pair of employees  is working.
A 13 C D E F G

83.33%
0.1667
2.6042
3.4375
0.1042
0.1376

Ryan and Heather

Utilization
P(0), probability that the system is empty
Lq, expected queue length
L, expected number in system
Wq, expected time in queue
W, expected total time in system

average
service RATE

30

6_25
825

25
0.03333
0.01667

2
3 Arrival rate

Average service TIME
Standard del/. of service time

83.33%
0.1667
4.1667
5.0000
0.1667
0.2000

MGM James and Sarah

Utilization
P(0), probability that the system is empty
Lq, expected queue length
L, expected number in system
Wq, expected time in queue
W, expected total time in system

average
service RATE

30

10
12

25
0.03333
0.03333

3 Arrival rate
4 Average service TIME

Standard dev. of service time

7



8. Suppose that customers arrive to JMU Bookstore according to a Poisson distribution at an average of 50 per hour
with two windows open and 2 minutes service times, on average. There is currently room for a maximum of four
customers to wait for being served, including those being served. Assume that customers will leave if there is no
space in the queue.

a. What is the appropriate queuing model for JMU Bookstore and what assumptions are necessary to use this model?

b. Based on the operating characteristics shown below, what percentage of customers will be lost during a busy
time?

10
11
1 .2
1 3
1 4
1E
1 Ei
1 7
18

M/M/s with Finite Queue
Arrival rate
Service rate
Number of servers
Maximum queue length

Utilization
P(0), probability that the system is empty
Lq, expected queue length
L, expected number in system
Wq, expected time in queue
W, expected total ti me in system
Probability that a customer waits
Probability that a customer balks

,J3.3
E 0.2
20.1
e oo_

70_32%
0.1619
0.4996
1_9061
0.0118 0_71048
0.0452 2 71048
0_5683
0_1561

50
30
2
2

0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63
NUMBER IN SYSTEM

c. How much improvement would there be if the Bookstore builds an extension so that it can accommodate up to a
total of 10 customers?

B
R4/114/s with Finite Queue

Arrival rate
Service rate
Nurnber ef servers
Maximum queue length

Utilization 80.47%
P(0), probability that the system is empty 0-1066
Lq, expected queue length 2_0305
L, expected number in system 3_6398

1 0 Wq, expected time In queue 0_0421 2.52342
11 W, expected total time in system 0_0754 4.52342
1 2 Probability that a customer waits 0_7159

Probability that a customer balks 0.0344

-10.1
RP 0 

0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 35 39 42 45 48 .5154 57 60 63
NUMBER IN SYSTEM

50
30
2

14
1
16
17
18
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3. Suppose that the Bookstore opens a second (identical) window, with average service rate X, = 25
per hour.

IVI/Mis
Arrival rate
Service rate
Number of servers

25 Assurnes Poisson process for
arrivals and services.30

2

Utilization 41.67%
P(0), probability that the system is empty 0.4118
Lq, expected queue length 0.1751
L. expected number in system 1.0084
VVq, expected time in queue 0.0070
W, expected total time in system 0.0403
Probability that a customer waits 0.2451

0 3 6 9 12 1E 19 21 24 27 39 33 36 as 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 53 6 72 75 73 31 94 I
f AU MBER IN SYSTEM

(Q.xlsx)
gsfote: 1) u #

2) P and P areWO' r complementary any more, i.e., P + P #

a. On average, what percentage of the time are the employees busy at each window?
b. What is the value of P 0 for this queuing system?

s = 2
--1 1,2-1 -1

/ 11)n 
+ 

/ P) s s / (A/P)2 (  2P P
O
 = n! s! \sit — A n! 2! k2p — .)

n=0 n=0

[E2- 1 (11 / 11)n + (A/P) 2 (  2p  ) 1
n=0 n! 2! k2p — A 1 -I- p + 2 Up —

A (A / 11) 2 (  21,1 

1
Po = =0.4118

25
1 + + 

(25/30) 2 (  2(30)  \
30 2 2(30) — 25)

2-1
(A / P) n (Alp) 

+ 

/ P)1 
= 1 + —

A

n! 0! 1!
n=0

= 1 and 0! = 1

2 p — A 2(30) — 25 35 7
Po = = — = — = 0.4118

2p + 2. 2(30) + 25 85 17

Or from Q.xlsx
Po = probability of no customer in system
(Work out the procedure in class)

c2. What is the chance that there is at least on customer in the system?

P (n 1) = 1 — P0 = 1 — 0.4118 = 0.5882
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